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**Diplomatic History, Vol.35, No.1 (January 2011)**
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“The Forgotten Attempts to End the Forgotten War: Congress, Korea, and McCarthyism,” by Larry W. Blomstedt, 781-

“Work Makes Life Sweet: Germans from Russia Remember Their Childhood,” by Jessica Clark, 809-

“The Americanization of Queen Victoria,” by Walter L. Arnstein, 831-

“Researching and Teaching the Chartist Movement: Three Historiographical Challenges,” by D. G. Paz, 847-

“A Card King? The Earl of Eglinton and the Viceroyalty of Ireland,” by Alex Tyrrell, 866-

“Friendly Society Discipline and Charity in Late-Victorian and Edwardian England,” by Christopher J. Prom, 888-

The Historical Journal, Vol.53, No.4 (December 2010)
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Research Articles

“A New Explanation for the Reproductive Woes and Midlife Decline of Henry VIII,” by Catrina Banks Whitley and Kyra Kramer, 827-

“John Calvin and the English Catholics, c. 1565–1640,” by Peter Marshall, 849-

“From Whitehall to Jedburgh: Patronage Networks and the Government of the Scottish Borders, 1603-1625,” by Anna Groundwater, 871-
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“Oliver Cromwell and the ‘Cromwellian’ Settlement of Ireland,” by John Cunningham, 919-

“Newspapers, Politics, and Elections in Colombia, 1830–1930,” by Eduardo Posada-Carbó, 939-

“Charles Rowcroft, Irish-Americans, and the ‘Recruitment Affair,’ 1855–1856, “ by Laurence Fenton, 963-

“Sir Horace Wilson and Appeasement,” by G.C. Peden, 983-
- “Dublin’s North Inner City, Preservationism, and Irish Modernity in the 1960s,” by Erika Hanna, 1015-

Communication
- “Military Finance and the Earl of Essex’s Infantry In 1642 – A Reinterpretation,” by Tom Crawshaw, 1037-

Historiographical Reviews
- “The Limits Of Possibility In England’s Long Reformation,” by Lucy Bates, 1049-
- “1707, 2007, and the Unionist Turn in Scottish History,” by Alasdair Raffe, 1071-
- “Sex on the Margins: New Directions in the Historiography of Sexuality and Gender,” by Victoria Harris, 1085-
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- “Reconsidering Politics as a Man’s World: Images of Male Political Leaders in France and Norway.” By Anne Krogstad and Aagoth E. Storvik, 19-
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- “Myths of the Entrepreneurial Elite,” by Eric Godelier, 75-
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- “Sur l’usage des Théories de la Distinction Sociale par les Historiens,” by Jean-Pascal Daloz, 113-

Historical Research, Vol.83, No.222 (November 2010)
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• “The last years of Herbert the Chamberlain: Weavethorpe church and hall,” by Richard Sharpe, 588-

• “Warrants under the signet in the reign of Edward IV,” by Theron Westervelt, 602-

• “Henry Neville and the toleration of Catholics during the Exclusion Crisis,” by Gaby Mahlberg, 617-
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• “Cities and peripheries,” by Swati Chattopadhyay, 649-
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• “The legend of Black Friday,” by C.J. Bearman, 693-

• “Keeping ‘the Old Flag flying’: the British community in Morocco and the British Morocco Merchants Association, 1914–24,” by John Fisher, 719-

• “Losing hearts and minds in Iraq: Britain, Cold War propaganda and the challenge of communism, 1945–58,” by Johan Franzen, 747-
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**History Vol.96, No.321 (January 2011)**

• “Oliver Cromwell and the Performance of Parliament’s Armies in the Newbury Campaign, 20 October–21 November 1644,” by Malcolm Wanklyn, 3-

• “A Question Presenting a Host of Difficulties: Sir Henry Bulwer, Viscount Stratford de Redcliffe and the Danubian Principalities, 1856–1858,” by Laurence Guymer, 26-

• “Collective Security and Internal Dissent: The Navy League’s Attempts to Develop a New Policy towards British Naval Power between 1919 and the 1922 Washington Naval Treaty,” by Duncan Redford, 48-

• “Why Fascism? Sir Oswald Mosley and the Conception of the British Union of Fascists,” by Matthew Worley, 68-

---

**History Compass, Vol.8, No.11 (November 2010)**
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- “Convict Transportation from Britain and Ireland 1615–1870,” by Hamish Maxwell-Stewart, 1221-
- “Convict Art and Craft in Colonial New Caledonia,” by Prue Ahrens and Louis Lagarde, 1243-

Britain and Ireland
- “For Class and Nation: Dominant Trends in the Historiography of Twentieth-Century Wales,” by Martin Johnes, 1257-

Europe
- The Friars Preachers: The First Hundred Years of the Dominican Order,” by Donald S. Prudlo, 1275-
- “Religion and the Enlightenment(s),” by John M. Sandberg, 1291-

Middle and Near East
- “The Rise of Early Sufism: A Survey of Recent Scholarship on its Social Dimensions,” by Harith Bin Ramli, 1299-
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- “African Hip Hop and Politics of Change in an Era of Rapid Globalization,” by Mwenda Ntarangwi, 1316-
- “Globalization and West African Music,” by Steven J. Salm, 1328-

Britain and Ireland
- “Popular Fiction and the ‘Emotional Turn’: The Case of Women in Late Victorian Britain,” by Sharon Crozier-De Rosa, 1340-

North America
- “Memory, Race, and Place,” by Barbara J. Heath and Lori A. Lee, 1352-
- “Gender and History of the Postbellum U.S. South,” by Catherine Oglesby, 1369-
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Special Issue—History and Theory: The Next Fifty Years
“History and Theory: The Next Fifty Years,” by Brian Far, 1-

“The Return of Universal History,” by David Christian, 6-

“The Mathematics Of Time In History,” by Noël Bonneuil, 28-

“Crossing the Wires in the Pleasure Machine: Lenin and the Emergence of Historical Discontinuity,” by Eelco Runia, 47-

“Where Do We Go From Here? Jubilee Report on History and Theory,” by Aviezer Tucker, 64-

“Minimalism and Victim Testimony,” by Carolyn J. Dean, 85-

“When the Monograph is No Longer the Medium: Historical Narrative in the Online Age,” by Ann Rigney, 100-

“Intertwined Histories: Crónica and Tārīkh in the Sixteenth-Century Indian Ocean World,” by Sanjay Subrahmanyam, 118-

“A Strange Career: The Historical Study of Economic Life,” by William H. Sewell Jr., 146-

“The History of European Ideas, Vol. 36, No.4 (December 2010)
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“The origin, definition, assimilation and endurance of instinctu naturae in Natural Law Parlance—From Isidore and Ulpian to Hobbes and Locke,” by Robert A. Greene, 361-

“Your Tacitism or mine? Modern and early-modern conceptions of Tacitus and Tacitism ,” by Jan Waszink, 375-

“The long goodbye: Hugo Grotius’ justification of Dutch expansion overseas, 1615–1645 ,” by Martine Julia van Ittersum, 386-

“Slavery discourse before the Restoration: The Barbary coast, Justinian’s Digest, and Hobbes’s political theory,” by Deborah Baumgold, 412-

“Husserl's assistants: Phenomenology reconstituted,” by Gabriel R. Ricci, 419-

“The anxiety of cultural authenticity in Turkish communitarian thought: Ahmet Hamdi Tanpınar and Peyami Safa on Europe and modernity,” by Devrim Sezer, 427-

“Purity (Benjamin with Kant),” by Carlo Salzani, 438-
Holocaust and Genocide Studies, Vol.24, No.3 (Winter 2010)
http://hgs.oxfordjournals.org/archive/

▪ “Paradise Lost? Postwar Memory of Polish Jewish Survival in the Soviet Union,” by Laura Jockusch and Tamar Lewinsky, 373-

▪ “Coercion and Incentive: Jewish Ghetto Labor in East Upper Silesia,” by Stephan Lehnstaedt, 400-

▪ “… the credentials that would rescue me’: Trauma and the Fraudulent Survivor,” by Timothy D. Neale, 431-

Research Note
▪ “Warsaw as a Jewish City for Light Industry: A Solution to the ‘Problem’ of Poland’s Jews,” by Jeffry M. Diefendorf, 449-

Intelligence and National Security, Vol. 25, No. 4 (August 2010)
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g931312799

▪ “Re-entering the Lists: MI5’s Authorized History and the August 1914 Arrests,” by Nicholas Hiley, 415-

▪ “Colombia’s FARC: A Portrait of Insurgent Intelligence,” by John A. Gentry and David E. Spencer, 453-

▪ “Finland in American Intelligence 1941–1944,” by Lauri Holmström, 479-

▪ “Bureaucratic Resistance to International Intelligence Cooperation – The Case of Europol,” by Björn Fägersten, 500-

▪ “The Kriegsmarine, Signals Intelligence and the Development of the B-Dienst Before the Second World War,” by Marcus Faulkner, 521-

Research Note
▪ “New Sources for the Study of Iraqi Intelligence during the Saddam Era,” by Kevin M. Woods and Mark E. Stout, 547-

Intelligence and National Security, Vol. 25, No. 5 (October 2010)
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g931328067

▪ “Strategic Horizons: Futures Forecasting and the British Intelligence Community,” by Kristian Gustafson, 589-

▪ “‘US Intelligence and Vietnam’: The Official Version(s),” by Michael Warner, 611-

▪ “The Spies Who Loved Them: The Blairs in Barcelona, 1937,” by Rob Stradling, 638-
“A Swedish Ebbinghaus Illusion? Submarine Intrusions in Swedish Territorial Waters and Possible Soviet Deception,” by Ralf Lillbacka, 656-

“British Intelligence and the 1916 Mediation Mission of Colonel Edward M. House,” by Daniel Larsen, 682-

Review Roundtable

“The Trouble with Atomic Spies,” by Gary Kern, Jerrold L. Scheckter, and J. Ransom Clark, 705-

*Intelligence and National Security, Vol. 25, No. 6 (December 2010)*
[http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g931313351](http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g931313351)

“From Combined Arms to Combined Intelligence: Philosophy, Doctrine and Operations,” by James J. Wirtz and Jon J. Rosenwasser, 725-

“Congressional Intelligence Oversight: The Electoral Disconnection,” by Amy Zegart and Julie Quinn, 744-

“What’s the Use of Cryptologic History?” by Stephen Budiansky, 767-

“Missing the Wake-up Call: Why Intelligence Failures Rarely Inspire Improve Performance,” by Erik J. Dahl, 778-

“Organizing Intelligence: An Introduction to the 1955 Report on Colonial Security,” by Rory Cormac, 800-

“The British Far Right’s South African Connection: A.K. Chesterton, Hendrik van den Bergh, and the South African Intelligence Services,” by Graham Macklin, 823-

Review Essays

“Anglo-Saxon Susceptibilities: The Special Relationship and the World,” by Alex Danchev, 843-

“An Ancient Clash of Civilizations?” by Rose Mary Sheldon, 856-

“The Formative Years of Canadian Foreign Intelligence,” by Timothy Andrews Sayle, 826-

“The Tortured and the Torturers: Six Films on Prisoner Abuse,” by Gary Kern, 868-

*International History Review, Vol.32, No. 4 (December 2010)*
[http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g931200965](http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g931200965)

“Parallel Traditions in the Image of Descartes: Iconography, Intention, and Interpretation,” by Darren Hynes, 575-
“‘This Continent must belong to the White Races’: William Lyon Mackenzie King, Canadian Diplomacy and Immigration Law, 1908,” by Kirt Niergarth, 599-

“Apartheid on Trial: South West Africa and the International Court of Justice, 1960–66,” by Ryan M. Irwin, 619-

“British Naval Strategy: The Russian Black Sea Fleet and the Turkish Straits, 1890–1904,” by Nicholas Papastratigakis, 643-

“Leaving the Anchor: Monetary Policy in neutral Norway during the First World War,” by Monica Værholm and Lars Fredrik Øksendal, 661-

“Blue and White ‘Black September’: Israel’s Role in the Jordan Crisis of 1970,” by Ziv Rubinovitz, 687-

Review Articles

“Foundations of Fascism,” by Stanley G. Payne, 707-

“Debating the Caliphate: Islam and Nation in the Work of Rashid Rida and Abul Kalam Azad,” by John Willis, 711-

International Interactions: Empirical and Theoretical Research in International Relations, Vol. 36, No. 4 (October 2010)
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g930805216

“The Two-Level Game of Transnational Networks: The Case of the Access to Medicines Campaign,” by Jean-Frédéric Morin, 309-

“International Trade and Domestic Legal Systems: Examining the Impact of Islamic Law,” by Emilia Justyna Powell and Stephanie J. Rickard, 335-

“Not All Peace Years Are Created Equal: Trade, Imposed Settlements, and Recurrent Conflict,” by Timothy M. Peterson and Stephen L. Quackenbush, 363-

“Seeing the Forest for the Trees: Does Physical Geography Affect a State’s Conflict Risk?” by Clionadh Raleigh, 384-

International Journal, Vol.65, No.3 (Summer 2010)
http://www.internationaljournal.ca/internationaljournal.ca/Home/Entries/2010/10/6_VOLUME_65_ISSUE_3_SUMMER_2010DEMOCRACY_ASSISTANCE.html

Democracy Assistance
“Democracy around the world: Introduction—what can Canadians do?” by Christopher Sands

“European approaches to democracy promotion,” by Lindsay Lloyd

“Party-building in the Middle East,” by Leslie Campbell

“Democracy assistance in Asia and the role of China,” by L.C. Russell Hsiao

“Learning the hard way: Defending democracy in Honduras,” by Thomas Legler

“Democracy activism and assistance in Burma: Sites of resistance,” by Linnea M. Beatty

“Towards state legitimacy in Afghanistan,” by Richard Kraemer

“Enhancing public governance in fragile states: A case study in Haiti,” by Sophie Brière, Sébastien Jobert, and Yves Poulin

“Democracy assistance and ἀτεχνον,” by Jeffrey Poushter

Over the transom

“Don’t drink the water: Politics and cholera in Zimbabwe,” by Jeremy Youde

“Canadian civil-military relations: International leadership, military capacity, and overreach,” by M.L. Roi and Gregory Smoly nec

“Where have all of Canada's diplomatic historians gone?” by Adam Chapnick

The lessons of history

“Self-fulfilling prophecies and human rights in Canada's foreign policy: Lessons from East Timor ,” by David Webster

Blasts from the past

“The practice, purpose, and perils of list-making: A response to John Kirton's ‘10 most important books on Canadian foreign policy,’” by Claire Turenne Sjolander and Heather A. Smith
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“Canada and the G8 global partnership program: Tackling the WMD threat,” by Stéfanie von Hlatky

*International Journal, Vol.65, No.4 (Autumn 2010)*


The Arctic is Hot Again in America and Europe, Part I
i. Cooperation, conflicts, and governance
   • “Soft solutions for hard problems,” by Helga Haftendorn
   • “The shape of the table, the shape of the Arctic,” by Douglas C. Nord
   • “East-west collaboration in the European north: Structures and perceptions,” by Geir Hønneland

ii. Russia
   • “Russia in the Arctic: What’s lurking behind the flag?” by Ekaterina Piskunova
   • “Russia’s Arctic energy policy,” by Indra Øverland
   • “Mirror images? Canada, Russia, and the circumpolar world,” by P. Whitney Lackenbauer
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Over the transom
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   • “Mobilizing for humanitarian intervention: African Americans, diasporic lobbying, and lessons from Haiti, Rwanda, and Sudan,” by Michael Hughes

Debates
   • “Response to Hugh Segal’s ‘Grappling with peace,’” by Ernie Regehr
“Response to Ernie Regehr,” by Hugh Segal
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“Gambling In China Reconsidered: Fantan In South China During The Early Twentieth Century,” by Xavier Paulès, 179-
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Review Article
“A Materialist Approach To Early Modern Globality,” by Norihisa Yamashita, 221-

PREFACE, by Frank Barnaby, 809-

Introduction: Sociology and human rights: confrontations, evasions and new engagements,” by Patricia Hynes, Michele Lamb, Damien Short and Matthew Waites, 811-

“Cultural genocide and indigenous peoples: a sociological approach,” by Damien Short, 833-
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The International Journal of Human Rights, Vol. 14, No. 7 (December 2010)
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g930742798

“Re-conceptualising the right to development in Islamic law,” by Khurshid Iqbal, 1013-

“Who infringes their rights? Discrimination of Chinese peasant-workers,” by Hatla Thelle, 1042-

“A few comments on a comment: the UN Human Rights Committee’s General Comment No. 32 on Article 14 of the ICCPR and the question of civilians tried by military courts,” by Evelyne Schmid, 1058-

“Saudi Arabia’s engagement in, and interaction with, the UN human rights system: an analytical review,” by Abdulaziz M. Alwasil, 1072-

“Challenge and collusion: health professionals and immigration detention in Australia,” by Linda Briskman, Deborah Zion, and Bebe Loff, 1092-

“Human rights and mentally disordered offenders,” by Amar Shah, 1107-

“Human rights: a lingua franca for the multiverse,” by Riccardo Baldissone, 1117-

Debate
“Human rights pitted against man (II) – the network is back” by Jakob Cornides, 1139-

“Human rights pitted against man (II) – a response,” by Kay Goodall, 1165-

The International Journal of Human Rights, Vol. 15, No. 1 (January 2011)
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g931513475

Special Issue: Indigenous Rights in Southern Africa
H-Diplo Journal Watch [jw], A-I, First Quarter 2011

- “Introduction: Indigenous rights in southern Africa: international mechanisms and local context,” by Jennifer Hays and Megan Biesele, 1-

- “Africa and the UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples,” by Nigel Crawhall, 11-

- “Impact of international mechanisms on indigenous rights in Botswana,” by Sidsel Saugestad, 37-

- “What about our rights? Settlements, subsistence and livelihood security among Central Kalahari San and Bakgalagadi,” by Robert K. Hitchcock, Maria Sapignoli, and Wayne A. Babchuk, 62-

- “At the intersections: San women and the rights of indigenous peoples in Africa,” by Renee Sylvain, 89-

- “Language rights and the San in Namibia: a fragile and ambiguous but necessary proposition,” by Rodney K. Hopson, 111-

- “Educational rights for indigenous communities in Botswana and Namibia,” by Jennifer Hays, 127-

________________________________________________________________________________________________________

International Journal of Intelligence and Counterintelligence, Vol. 24, No. 1 (March 2011)
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g930741418

- “Nuclear Intelligence and North–South Politics,” by Tanya Ogilvie-White, 1-

- “The Professional Ethics of Intelligence Analysis,” by Uri Bar-Joseph, 22-

- “The Impact of CIA’s Organizational Culture on Its Estimates Under William Casey,” by Or Arthur Honig, 44-

- “The Office That Never Was: The Failed Creation of the National Applications Office,” by Jeffrey T. Richelson, 65-

- “Was Olof Palme Killed by an Intelligence Agency?” by Ralf Lillbacka, 119-

- “John Franklin Carter: Journalist, FDR’s Secret Investigator, Soviet Agent?” by Gene A. Coyle, 148-
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- “Identity Wars: Then and Now,” by Timothy C. Brown, 173-

___________________________________________________________________________________________________

International Journal of Middle East Studies, Vol. 42, No. 4 (November 2010)
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayBackIssues?jid=MES
Articles

- "Rethinking Disease In Ottoman History," by Sam White, 549-
- “An Irrigated Empire: The View From Ottoman Fayyum,” by Alan Mikhail, 569-
- “Beyond The War? The Lebanese Postmemory Experience,” by Craig Larkin, 615-
- “The Role of Sectarianism in the Allocation of Public Expenditure in Postwar Lebanon,” by Nisreen Salti and Jad Chaaban, 637-

Roundtable: How Does Incorporating the Emerging Field of Environmental History into Studies of the Middle East Challenge Our Views of the Past and/or Present?

- “Power, Knowledge, and Environmental History in the Middle East and North Africa,” by Diana K. Davis, 657-
- “‘Oriental Plague’ in the Middle Eastern Landscape: A Cautionary Tale,” by Aaron Shakow, 660-
- “Pastoralism and the Mediterranean Environment,” by Edmund Burke, 663-
- “The Camel and the Watermill,” by Richard Bulliet, 666-
- “The ‘Environmental Turn’: A Teaching Perspective,” by Giancarlo Casale, 669-
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- “The Conscription of Wealth: Mass Warfare and the Demand for Progressive Taxation,” by Kenneth Scheve and David Stasavage, 529-
- “Who Is Punished? Regional Intergovernmental Organizations and the Enforcement of Democratic Norms,” by Daniela Donno, 593-
- “Goliath's Curse: Coercive Threats and Asymmetric Power,” by Todd S. Sechser, 627-
“Oil and Revolutionary Governments: Fuel for International Conflict,” by Jeff D. Colgan, 661-
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“The Effectiveness of Monetary Policy Anchors: Firm-Level Evidence,” by J. Lawrence Broz and Michael Plouffe, 695-

International Peacekeeping, Vol. 17, No. 4 (August 2010)
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/title~db=all~content=g928679174

Special Issue: Peacekeeping and Culture
“Introduction: The Distinctive Role of Culture in Peacekeeping,” by Maren Tomforde, 450-
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“Peacekeeping and the Return of Imperial Policing,” by Robert A. Rubinstein, 457-
“Gendered Culture in Peacekeeping Operations,” by Helena Carreiras, 471-
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International Peacekeeping, Vol. 17, No. 5 (November 2010)
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Special Issue: South American Perspectives on Peace Operations
“INTRODUCTION: Stepping out of the Shadow: South America and Peace Operations,” by Kai Michael Kenkel, 584-

“Concepts of Security in South America,” by Monica Herz, 598-

“Peace Operations and the Government of Humanitarian Spaces,” by Paulo Esteves, 613-

“Peacekeeping Effects in South America: Common Experiences and Divergent Effects on Civil–Military Relations,” by Arturo C. Sotomayor Velázquez, 629-
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“Conflict Scenarios, Defence Policy and Participation in Peace Operations: The Chilean Viewpoint,” by Omar Gutiérrez, 694-

EYEWITNESS: “MINUSTAH and the Security Environment in Haiti: Brazil and South American Cooperation in the Field,” by Carlos Chagas Vianna Braga, 711-

CONCLUSION: “Dynamics of Globalization and Regional Integration: South America and Peace Operations,” by Franz Kernic and Lisa Karlborg, 723-

International Politics, Vol. 47, No. 6 (November 2010)

Original Articles

“Anti-Americanism and US foreign policy: Which correlation?” by Sergio Fabbrini, 557-

Europe and War

“The power of war: Why Europe needs it,” by Peter van Ham, 574-

“Mutual solidarity' within the EU common foreign and security policy: What is the name of the game?” by Laura C. Ferreira-Pereira and A.J. R. Groom, 596-

Money, Trade and Power

“Global financial governance and the developing anti-money laundering regime: What lessons for International Political Economy?” by Eleni Tsingou, 617-

“Economic size and the changing international political economy of trade: The development of western hemispheric FTAs,” by Gaspare M Genna, 638-
Sovereignty and Justice

- “Cosmopolitanism: Sovereignty denied or sovereignty restated?” by Mikkel Thorup, 659-

- “A monstrous failure of justice’? Guantanamo Bay and national security challenges to fundamental human rights,” by Andrea Birdsall, 680-
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- “Determinants of HIV prevalence: A global perspective,” by Bernadette LaMontagne and Daniel Stockemerl, 698-

- “Going through the democratic motions in Southeast Asia,” by Munir Majid, 725-

*International Politics, Vol. 48, No. 1 (January 2011)*
http://www.palgrave-journals.com/ip/journal/v48/n1/index.html

Special Issue: Friendship in International Relations (Guest Editors: Andrea Oelsner and Antoine Vion)

- “Special issue: Friendship in international relations,” by Andrea Oelsner and Antoine Vion, 1-

- “Friendship and the world of states,” by Graham M. Smith, 10-

- “Fraternity and a global difference principle: A feminist critique of Rawls and Pogge,” by Sibyl A. Schwarzenbach, 28-
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